VIDEO CALL IDEAS
Charades
20 Questions
Copy my creation (LEGO, Drawing, etc.)
Story dice
Minute to win‐it type challenges



https://redtri.com/the‐best‐minute‐to‐win‐it‐games‐for‐kids/slide/5
https://www.scarymommy.com/minute‐to‐win‐it‐games‐for‐kids/

Draw a squiggle, show other person, that person turns it into something cool. With multiple people, you
can vote on the winner of the coolest finished drawing.
One word game (each person says a word, creating silly sentence or story.)
Mad Libs
Each person grabs a book. Take turns reading one sentence from the story you are holding.
Creative ways to eat a … (oreo, slice of bread, etc. whatever both households have on hand.)
Show and Tell
Joke sharing
Play a duet or sing together
Hangman
Blind drawing challenge—Tell someone what to draw, they have to draw it with their eyes closed.
Would You Rather
Around the House Scavenger Hunt (Don’t forget to set a timer. Use the ones at these links or create
own.)



https://www.aboutamom.com/wp‐content/uploads/2020/03/Indoor‐Scavenger‐Hunt‐Printable‐
About‐A‐Mom.pdf
http://rocmomma.blogspot.com/2014/03/three‐easy‐no‐prep‐super‐fun‐scavenger.html

Silly PE Actions (See PDF)
I’m going on a picnic ABC (…and I’m going to bring an apple. …and I’m going to bring an apple and a
banana. …and I’m going to bring an apple and a banana and a cat. …and I’m going to bring an apple and
a banana, a cat and a donut…all the way to Z.)
Dance Party

Battleships https://www.printablepaper.net/preview/battleship
Many board games that both households have can be played together (Yahtzee, Guess Who, Tenzi, Pass
the Pigs, headbanz, many card games…)
Crossword puzzles
What’s in the bag? (Each household has something hidden in a bag that the other households have to
try to guess what it is.)
Each household prepares a silly skit to share with the others
PE Challenges (see PDF)
How tall of a tower can your household make? (Make from cards, LEGOs, blocks, etc.)
Stupid Human Tricks (Can you bend your thumb all the way backwards? Can you lick your elbow?...)
Chopped (if each household has same ingredients. Presentation gets lots of points.)
Truth or Dare

